
Prius Speed Wire

Speed Wire Interrupt

The folks behind the Prius (shall we guess the lawyers, and not the engineers?) decided that nobody should be able to adjust 
certain things on the MDF while the vehicle is in motion. Sure, you can play with the climate control, and watch the mileage displays 
and do all kinds of distracting things... but you can't scroll through your music collection or use some of the bluetooth phone 
features while the vehicle is in motion. The fix, of course, is to hide the speed wire from the MFD when the *passenger* would like 
access to these neat features while the driver is diligently concentrating on the road. Basic job: Cut purple wire at back of MFD, 
and insert a switch. This project is an off-shoot of the Anytime Reverse Video mod, so looking at that will allow this page to make 
more sense. This one just briefly shows where that purple wire is, and some switch options.

First order of business is to gain access to the back of the MFD (I went in through my favorite speaker hole again). Then unclip that same 
big white connector that held the wires we used for the Anytime Reverse Video mod. And snip that purple speed wire that's right next to the 
pink wire we used. Here it is cut and the ends stripped (you can see the diode in the background from the previous mod).

The purple wire right next to the circled pink one is the speed wire that we need to cut.
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My first attempt was to follow Keydiver's example and use an DPDT on-off-on switch to allow our three situations: All factory connections - 
speed wire interrupt - reverse video. I wired it all up, and didn't care for it much, though it worked just fine. Here was that attempt where you 
can see the purple wires attached to the blue wires that go to one pole of the DPDT switch.
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Next I popped a sister switch into the other corner of the speaker grille, and I liked this better. Reverse camera on the left, speed wire 
interrupt on the right.
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And all done. I colored the reverse camera baton black, and the speed wire interrupt light green. I think I'll change that one to be black as 
well. I thought it would be nice to color-code them, but it ended up sticking out like a sore thumb. (update - I actually removed the second 
switch and went back to the three-way DPDT switch. What can I say? I like fooling with the wires. :)

So here's the result: It definitely fools the MFD into thinking you are not rolling and gives access to all the bluetooth functions and audio 
functions. The only functionality that you LOSE with the wire disconnected is the animated rotating wheels, and the history aspect of the 5 
minute rolling MPG graph. The "green car" regeneration icons still show and slide left over time, and the MPG bars will be drawn if the 
speed wire is reconnected at certain times. If you just blip the switch for a short while, the MPG bars don't seem to be affected. Can't quite 
figure out that timing! Everything else works - average mileage, instantaneous mileage (both bar and digits). No info is permanently lost 
except those silly 5 minute MPG bars while driving.

Speed wire cutting for NAV users (and a second option for everybody):

Turns out that the speed wires can be easily intercepted behind the vent panel that is ust to the right of the MFD. That panel pops off 
without the need to remove anything else. And the big news is that BOTH speed wires are in here - the one that that I use above AND the 
one that goes to your NAV (if you have NAV). Snip both and use a DPDT switch to hook 'em up, and you're set. (Thanks Evan!)
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